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Abstract.

Deviationsof radiosondereports'geopotentialheightsfromthe zonal mean are examined.

In the summer Northern Hemisphere stratosphere, systematic differences are found between

radiosonde instrument types. Persistent meridional wind anomalies, approximately constant

in magnitude and fixed in location, have previously been reported in the summer stratosphere,

and one such anomaly over Europe is found to be co-located with boundaries between regions

in which differing types of radiosonde instruments are used. The magnitude and orientation of

the radiosonde geopotential height biases are consistent with the wind anomalies. Because the

overall winds tend to be light in this region and season, these wind anomalies can represent

significant perturbations of the flow and must be considered when interpreting the results of

trajectory and diagnostic studies.



1. Introduction

Many atmospheric research efforts require accurate wind fields. A number of institutions

produce analyses on standard latitude-longitude-pressure-time grids, and these fields are used

to calculate such diagnostic tools as mass fluxes and Eliassen-Palm fluxes. As computer

speeds and memory sizes increase, wind fields are also increasingly used in tracing trajectories

of large numbers of air parcels (see, for example Morris et al. [2000]). A systematic error or

anomaly in the winds can have a detrimental effect on these data analysis efforts.

Bowman et al. [1998] (hereafter cited as B98) have described an anomalous meridional

wind component which appears in several meteorological analyses. A persistent stationary

southerly wind of about 5 m s- I was seen in the Northern Hemisphere summer stratosphere

between 20 ° and 50 ° E longitude during the summer months. These authors argued that such

a stationary feature is inconsistent with stationary wave theory, and they suggested that the

feature could be the result of systematic differences in radiosonde data and possibly a diurnal

tide signal.

In this paper, radiosonde measurements of geopotential height are shown to exhibit

systematic anomalies related to the instrument type and possibly the methodology used.

Boundaries are apparent between geographical regions in which different instrument types are

used; certain of these boundaries lie in a roughly north-south direction and thus give rise to an

anomalous meridional wind via the geostrophic wind relation.
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2. Data

Twice-daily global radiosonde reports were obtained from National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) from 1993 to 2000. Geopotential heights from the Northern

Hemisphere for June 1 through August 31 were extracted for the 100, 70, 50, and 30

hPa pressure levels, along with the instrument type code and special processing flags that

indicate which solar and infrared radiation corrections were applied and which sonde tracking

technique was used.

To facilitate comparisons of radiosonde geopotential heights at different latitudes, zonal

mean heights were computed from gridded meteorological analyses and then subtracted from

the radiosonde measurements.

The gridded analyses used were generated by NCEP and the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis product is described in Kalnay

et al. [1996]; the version used here consists of four-times-daily analyses on 17 pressure

surfaces from 1000 hPa to 10 hPa. For each sonde profile, the reanalyzed analysis grid nearest

in time to the profile was selected, the desired pressure surfaces extracted, and the zonal

mean computed at each latitude. Then the zonal means Z were linearly interpolated to the

sonde latitude and were subtracted from the sonde's geopotential heights at the corresponding

pressure surfaces. The resulting geopotential height deviations, Z* -- Z - Z, were subsequently

examined for systematic differences between populations of sonde instruments.

To quantify systematic differences between geopotential height deviations, histograms

were constructed from Z* corresponding to different sonde instruments and techniques.
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For large enough populations of sonde measurements (on the order of one thousand), the

histograms were approximately Gaussian-shaped. The various sonde populations' mean

Z* were compared to determine if systematic differences exist. Over large enough areas,

systematic differences will result from differing average meteorological conditions. The areas

being compared are therefore kept small enough to reduce the effect of geophysical differences

in Z*, but large enough to ensure good statistics.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows two maps of the sonde stations over the Northern Hemisphere. In the

left-hand panel, the stations are color-coded by the predominant WMO instrument type code

for that station over the eight summers. For the right-hand panel, Z* values associated with

each station's predominant instrument type were averaged and plotted as color-coded symbols.

A large-scale wavenumber one pattern in Z* is evident, with a low over North America

and a high over Asia. Two areas of particular interest are apparent: in eastern Europe a

boundary between regions where different instrument types are used coincides with a gradient

in Z*. A similar boundary is seen between Japan and mainland Asia. Both of these boundaries

are oriented roughly North-South, which would give rise to anomalous meridional winds via

the geostrophic wind relation.

To examine these differences more closely, station reports were collected from within 800

km of a great-circle line segment running from 70 ° N, 28 ° E, to 42 ° N, 19 ° E. This line marks

the approximate boundary between major instrument types. Five instrument types dominated

in this strip: 27, 28, 60, 61, and 62. (See Table 1.) Together, these make up 91% of all the

Figure 1

Table 1
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reports.

Histograms constructed from these stations' Z* confirm that their populations have an

approximately normal single mode distribution. The mean Z* for each instrument type was

computed with its uncertainties at the 99% confidence level. When computing the uncertainty,

account must be taken of two factors which result from with the fact that Z* fluctuations are

associated with large-scale synoptic systems moving across the group of stations examined.

First, the time series of Z* at a given station is autocorrelated up to about five days. Second,

the Z* values from each station tend to be highly correlated with those of other nearby stations.

Therefore, in estimating the uncertainties of the mean the number of degrees of freedom is

conservatively estimated by counting as one report all sonde reports of a single type within the

area examined, and by counting only those reports which were taken on day numbers which

are evenly divisible by five. The students-t test was used to obtain the uncertainties.

Figure 2 shows the means and uncertainties for each of the instrument types as a function

of pressure. Instrument types 60, 61, and 62 lie close together in a group, and types 27 and

28 are clustered in another group. The two groups are offset from each other by about 40

geopotential meters (gpm). The uncertainties at the 99% level do not overlap; the differences

of the means are statistically significant.

The analysis was repeated with the strip narrowed to 400 kin. The same clustering into

groups and separation between groups was observed. The smaller sample size resulted in

larger uncertainties, but the separation of the means was still significant at the 50 and 30 hPa

pressure levels.

To determine if the differences in Z* might be associated with a larger-scale east-west

[Figure 2]
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gradient, two more tests were conducted. A new line was constructed about 400 km to the

west, running from 70 ° N to 42 ° N at 9.6 ° E. Stations lying within 400 km to the west of this

line were compared to those within 400 km to the east of the line, ignoring instrument type.

The means of both populations coincided near Z*= 0, consistent with the above results.

A second line was also constructed to the east, running from 70 ° N to 42 ° N at 37.4 ° E.

Again, stations lying within 400 km to the east of this line were compared to stations within

400 km to the west, regardless of instrument type. Again the two profiles of mean Z* were

coincident near Z*= 40. It seems, then, that the differences associated with the boundary

between related instrument types are unlikely to be part of a larger east-west pattern.

The differences also do not appear to have varied over time. Profiles of mean Z* were

computed using data from the first two years of the eight summers, and then from the last two

years. The results were consistent with each other and with the results above.

The Asian anomaly was examined next. Stations were selected within 800 km of a line

running from 50 ° N, 140 ° E, to 25 ° N, 122 ° E. Instrument types 21, 22, 28, 32, and 47 were

predominant, comprising 92% of all reports.

Figure 3 shows the means and uncertainties for each of these instrument types as a

function of pressure. There is more of a spread between instrument types, with no tight

grouping between types, but Type 32 is offset from the others by 20 to 90 gpm.

A simple estimate of how the Z* difference affects the meridional wind anomaly can by

obtained by using the difference in the geostrophic wind relation

1 t)_ 1 AO
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where • is geopotential (g0 Z, with go = 9"81ms-2) and f -- 2f_sin_, with f_ -----

7.292 × 10-Ss -1, the earth's rotational frequency, and V latitude. Using the European 40 gpm

change in Z over 400 km near 60 ° N, the geostrophic relation gives a meridional wind of

slightly less than 8 ms -1, which is in rough agreement with the observed value for v anomaly

there, 5ms- I.

4. Discussion

The systematic differences found in geopotential height reports between neighboring

populations of radiosonde instruments are small, on the order of 50 m out of 21 000 m. The

differences are slightly larger than those reported in the World Meteorological Organization's

1991 rawindsonde instrument intercomparison [Ivanov et al., 1991]. Here the differences are

consistently of the same sign; there, geopotential height differences between their FIN and

MRZ sondes ranged between 49 and -94 m between 100 and 32 hPa.

Such differences are not uncommon. One can see comparable differences over North

America in Figure 1, where different instrument types are clearly associated with different

average Z* values. In this case, however, the different instrument types are intermingled with

no clear boundary separating the types, and so they give rise to no apparent wind anomalies.

What causes these differences in geopotential height? B98 showed that such anomalous

wind features are not consistent with stationary wave theory. They suggested a radiosonde bias

or possibly a diurnal tidal signal. Comparing sondes launched near 00 Z with those launched

near 12 Z, however, shows no appreciable difference in average Z*, which would seem to rule

out a diurnal signal.



It is not surprisingthatsmall differencesbetweeninstrumenttypesmightexist. Some

sondesmeasuretemperatureandpressure,with geopotentialheightbeinggeopotentialheight

beingderived.With others,temperatureandaltitudearemeasured,andpressureis derived

[Ivanovet al., 1991]. An offset in geopotential height might also be affected by a difference

in how radiation corrections are applied to the temperature or how the sondes are tracked in

flight. Unfortunately, these procedures generally change across the same boundaries as the

instrument type, making it difficult to untangle procedural differences from the instrument

type. For example, most sondes to the west of the European boundary tend to have solar and

infrared corrections applied automatically by the radiosonde system, while most of those to

the east are marked as having only solar corrections applied automatically by the radiosonde

system. Comparison is also made more difficult by the fact that relatively few sonde reports in

the earlier years indicate their radiation corrections or tracking methods.

A relatively few cases were found in which European sondes had the same type of

radiation corrections applied to different instrument types. The mean Z* profiles for instrument

types 27, 60, and 61 using solar corrections only are consistent with the results above: types

60 and 61 are close together near 0, and Type 27 profile is offset by 40 to 50 m. Although

the reduced sample size (only 6% of all reports) makes the uncertainties much larger, these

differences are still significant at the 50 hPa level. This result suggests that infrared corrections

are not a factor, although differences in the way solar corrections are applied are still a

possibility.

Sondes of the same instrument type but different radiation corrections were also

examined. The comparisons are complicated by there being only a few sondes of a given
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instrumenttypethat differ from theusualradiationcorrections,andit is impossibleto know

howmanyof theseweresimply miscodedreports.Nevertheless,for instrumenttype61, three

differentcorrectionsarereported(comprising37%,1%,and1%of all reports),andtheirmean

Z* profiles are both coincident and consistent with the above results. For instrument type 27,

three different corrections were also found (comprising 4.8%, 0.9 %, and 0.8% of all reports).

The set with the largest number of reports is consistent with the above results for Type 27. But

those Type 27 sondes which have no radiation correction applied exhibit a mean Z* which

is not offset from the Type 60/61/62 sondes. And some Type 27 sondes (solar corrected as

specified by country) exhibited an even larger offset, although their uncertainties were much

larger as well. These comparisons suggest that the radiation correction for the Type 27 sondes

(and presumably Type 28) may give rise to the differences with the Type 60/61/62 sondes.

However, the number of reports is too small and their geographical separation too large to

make definite assertions.

The tracking techniques used were examined in a similar way. The sonde reports were

searched for those having the same code for tracking method. 23% of the reports indicated

that the sondes were tracked automatically with auxiliary ranging. Two instrument types make

up nearly all of this set: Types 27 (7% of all reports) and 62 (15%). The Z* profiles for both of

these is consistent with previous results, including the offset between two profiles.

Comparisons were also made for the same instrument type but different tracking

technique. For instrument type 61, five different tracking methods were found. The two

dominant tracking techniques for this instrument type (automatic with multiple VLF-Omega

signals, and automatic cross-chain Loran-C, which comprised 19% and 17% of all reports,
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respectively)areconsistentwith previousresults.Two other techniques (automatic with radio

direction finding, with 0.7% of the reports; and automatic with auxiliary ranging, with 0.5%)

had mean Z* profiles that showed differences of 10 to -40 m from the dominant profiles,

but their uncertainties were large enough that the differences are not significant at the 99%

confidence level. Sondes tracked by satellite navigation (l .2% of all reports), however, showed

a profile that was offset by about -30 m from the dominant two tracking techniques, and

this offset is significant. (No instrument types to the east were found with multiple tracking

technique codes.) These results imply that sonde tracking technique is not a major source

for the European wind anomaly, but the sondes tracked by satellite navigation may exhibit a

systematic offset from the others.

5. Conclusions

Comparison of deviations of radiosonde geopotential heights from zonal mean values

shows small but significant systematic differences between sonde instrument types over a

relatively small geographical area. Because the boundary between areas over which the

different instrument types predominate have a roughly north-south orientation, they result in

a sharp east-west gradient in geopotential height that gives rise to an anomalous meridional

wind that is the about the same magnitude as a wind anomaly reported by B98 in several

meteorological analyses products. These differences may be related to how the solar radiation

correction is applied, but no evidence for a diurnal tidal signal is seen.

A similar region of Z* differences is seen between Japan and mainland Asia, although

with more diversity of instrument types and offsets. These differences are coincident with
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persistenthigh meridionalwinds in severalanalysesof thesummerNorthernHemisphere

stratosphere(butnot reportedin B98). B98doespoint out a secondregionof anomalous

meridionalwind near180°longitude,andFigure 1doesshowdifferencesin Z* in sonde

reports between North America and eastern Asia. However, this analysis cannot address

whether these are related.

A persistent meridional wind anomaly has important implications for trajectory and

transport studies. Because zonal winds tend to be small in the summer stratosphere (typically

less than 15ms-I), a stationary and persistent 5ms -l meridional wind anomaly implies a

significant perturbation of the flow through the region. A Lagrangian parcel moving with

a typical zonal flow of around 10ms- l and encountering a 5ms- l southerly anomaly over

200 km can have its trajectory deflected as much as 100 km towards the North. Such

calculations for the Northern summer stratosphere should therefore be approached with great

caution.
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Figure 1. Mapof raobinstrumenttypes(left) andgeopotentialheightdeviations(right). The

size(area)of eachsymbolis proportionalto thenumberof measurementsatthat station.

Figure 2. (a)Map of locationsof sondesexaminedin Europe. Sondeswereselectedwithin

800km of the line marked;thecolor of thedots indicatesthetypeof sondeusedmostat that

location. (b) Profilesof meanZ'for the most prevalent sonde instrument types shown on the

map. Uncertainties of the mean (at the 99% confidence level) are shown as cross-hatching.

Each profile is labeled with its instrument type ID.

Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2, except for Asian sondes.



Table 1. Instrument Type Codes a

Code Description

16

21

22

27

28

32

47

60

61

62

VIZ/Jun Yang Mark I microsonde (South Korea)

Meisei RS2-80 (Japan)

AVK-MRX (Russian Federation)

Meteorit Marz2-1 (Russian Federation)

Shanghai Radio (China)

Meisei RS2-91 (Japan)

Vaisala RSS0/MicroCora (Finland)

Vaisala RS80/DigiCora or Marwin (Finland)

Vaisala RS80/PCCora (Finland)

aFrom the WMO Manual on Codes, [1994]
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Figure 1
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Popular summary of:

Systematic differences between radiosonde instruments

Balloon-borne transmitters called "radiosondes" are launched twice a day

around the world to obtain operational meteorological data. We have

performed a statistical analysis of these measurements at several

pressure levels in the stratosphere, and we find that a small but

systematic difference exists in the geopotential height reported by

different models of radiosonde over Europe. (Different national

meteorological services use different models of radiosondes.) This bias

may come from differences in measurement technique used, including

possibly a correction which is applied for solar radiation. A roughly

north-south boundary is found between areas in which different

radiosonde models are used, and this results in a sharp east-west

difference in geopotential height. The equations of motion imply that

this difference would give rise to an anomalous wind feature. An

anomalous feature has been found previously in the winds of several

three-dimensional gridded meteorological data sets, which are

constructed using the radiosonde data. The anomaly consists of a wind

towards the North at 50 hPa pressure (about 20 km in altitude) that

remains in one place over eastern Europe during the summer season (June

through August), year after year. Although it is weak (only about 5

m/s), it is large enough in comparison with the background winds to

affect various calculations, such as tracing parcel trajectories.

Thus, the anomalous wind feature appears to be caused by a problem with

the radiosonde measurements.


